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Important Notice
This White Paper was prepared by Yondo Pty Ltd ACN: 148 174 109 (Yondo) is to present Yondo and YondoCoin
(YON) Token to describe how the YondoCoin (YON) Token proposes to operate on the Yondo platform. It is
not an offer or invitation to purchase YondoCoin (YON) Token, is not a prospectus and does not form the basis
of a relationship between Yondo and the reader or a Token holder. YondoCoin (YON) Tokens are not intended
for sale or use in any jurisdiction where a sale or use of digital tokens may be prohibited. YondoCoin (YON)
Tokens confer no other rights in any form, including but not limited to any ownership, distribution (including but
not limited to) profit, redemption, liquidation, proprietary (including all forms of intellectual property), or other
financial or legal rights, other than those explicitly described in the YondoCoin Terms and Conditions (T&Cs).
Where information in this White Paper is inconsistent with the T&Cs, the T&Cs prevail. This is not legal advice.
This document is not composed in accordance with the laws or regulations of any jurisdiction. Readers must
obtain their own legal advice to determine whether they may participate in any YondoCoin (YON) Token issue,
and whether any such participation is permitted in their country.
YondoCoin (YON) Token is a product-use utility token. This product is not a digital currency, security, commodity,
or any other kind of financial instrument and has not been registered under the Securities Act, the securities
laws of any state of the United States or the securities laws of any other country, including the securities laws
of any jurisdiction in which a potential token holder is a resident.
Yondo has taken reasonable endeavors to ensure that all information within this document is accurate as at
the time of preparing the document. However, as it has relied on third-party input and content, and the national
regulatory landscape in regards to utility tokens is changing, Yondo cannot guarantee that all content is or
will be absolutely accurate. Yondo is not liable for any inaccurate information. All YondoCoin participants are
responsible for making their own enquiries into the YondoCoin, the Yondo platform, and any related collateral.
Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained in this White Paper constitute forward-looking
statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or information involve known and unknown risks
and uncertainties, which may cause actual events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the results
implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements.
This English language White Paper is the primary official source of information about the YondoCoin (YON)
Token. The information contained herein may from time to time be translated into other languages or used in
the course of written or verbal communications with existing and prospective customers, partners, etc. In the
course of such translation or communication, some of the information contained herein may be lost, corrupted,
or misrepresented. The accuracy of such alternative communications cannot be guaranteed. In the event of any
conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and communications and this official English language
White Paper, the provisions of this English language original document shall prevail.
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Token Sale
Overview

Over the past five years, the team at Yondo has been building a platform which
stands above all video ecommerce solutions. Helping businesses throughout the
world monetize their digital products and services. The next stage for Yondo will be
the release of its cryptocurrency - YondoCoin (YON), to feed the Yondo ecosystem.
The YON token is scheduled for release shortly after the end of the token sale and
YondoCoin Rewards in late Q2 2018. This White Paper highlights the proposed key
stages and features of the YondoCoin (YON) and YondoCoin Rewards.

In advance of their use within the Yondo platform and ecosystem, Yondo is offering a token generation event
for the YON token. Yondo allows for pre-payment for up to 100,000,000 YON tokens at the initial market value
of 0.20 USD (twenty cents) per YON.
Further details of the token sale and the potential benefits of YON ownership are provided in this white paper.
The binding terms and provision of YondoCoin (YON) Token Sale will be outlined in the Terms & Conditions
provided at http://tokensale.yondo.com (the “Website”).
Start date
End of token generation event
Price of YON token
Option for early termination
Technical limit to the number of tokens
Adjustable distribution
Further token issues
Token symbol
Methods of token purchase
Mincap
Token distribution supported
Token type

13th March 2018 at 1:00 pm PST (UTC-8)
To be announced
0.20 USD (twenty cents) per YON
Yes, upon reaching 100,000,000 tokens sold (Hardcap)
200,000,000 (two hundred million)
Unsold tokens from the public sale will be discarded
No, a single issue within this token sale
YON
Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin (LTC) and fiat payments
There is no minimum cap
10 business days from the end of the token sale
Utility
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Extra Bonuses
Allocation

Pre-Sale Bonus, Cap: 10 Million tokens sold

Allowance
Min purchase

+70% tokens

+50% tokens

+33% tokens

+25% tokens

+10% tokens

From
2,500,000 YON

From
500,000 YON

From
250,000 YON

From
50,000 YON

From
5,000 YON

Early Sale Bonus (Starts after pre-sale)
Dates
Allowance

Phase 1
main token sale

Phase 2
main token sale

Phase 3
main token sale

Phase 4
main token sale

+20% tokens

+15% tokens

+10% tokens

+5% tokens
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Yondo Has Members
In 114 Countries

Iceland

Sweden
Norway

Russia

Finland
Estonia

Canada

United Kindom
Ireland

Denmark
Netherlands

Germany

Belgium

Lux

France
Portugal

United States
of America

Spain

Latvia
Lithuania

Czech Republic

Greece

Cyprus
Lebanon
Jordan
Israel

Libya

Washington

South Korea

China
Pakistan

Egypt

Japan

Nepal

Qatar
United Arab Emirates

Saudi
Arabia

India

Bangladesh

Myanmar

Taiwan

South
Korea

Oman

Puerto Rico
Dominican
Republic
Curaçao

Costa Rica

Mongolia

Turkey

Palestinian

Bahamas

Jamaica

Kazakhstan

Austria
Moldova
Hungary
Switzerland
Slovenia
Romania
Serbia
Bulgaria
Bosnia &
Georgia
Herzegovina
Macedonia
Albania
Malta
Croatia
Italy

Morocco

Mexico

Ukraine

Poland

Sudan
Ghana

Nigeria

Cameroon

Colombia

Thailand
Cambodia

Trinidad & tobago

Venezuela

Yemen

Ecuador

Philippines

Malaysia

Somania

Kenya

Vietnam

Sri Lanka

Ethiopia

Singapore

Indonesia
Tanzania

Peru

Brasil

Angola

Kiribati
Zambia
Zimbabwe

Paraguay

Madagascar

New York

tuvalu

Australia

Chile
Sourh Africa
Argentina

New Zealand

Yondo has signed up members in 114 countries, including throughout
North America, Europe, South America, and Asia-Pacific.
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Yondo’s members are from a vast array of industries. These include the
Fitness, Tutoring, Medical, Arts & Crafts and Consulting industries. The
chart below displays the industry percentage of the Yondo platform that
is used by its members. The chart does not include the members that
selected “other” for their industry selection.

Industries
We Serve

Fitness
(All-In-One Online
Fitness Studio)
20%

Consulting

Tutoring

(All-In-One Online
Consulting Platform)
48%

(All-In-One Online
Tutoring Platform)
13%

Medical
(All-In-One Online
Medical Clinic)
10%

Arts & Crafts
(All-In-One Online
Training Platform)
9%
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Video ecommerce
solutions

Video tools without ecommerce capabilities

Ecommerce solutions lack live recording features

Multiple software tools are available in the market that

When it comes to ecommerce solutions, there are multiple

enable users to create and manage video calls and live

solutions available in the market in recent times. However,

sessions. However, most are limited, as they come with a

many of these ecommerce tools fail to offer a comprehensive

single functionality service but they don’t offer ecommerce

solution within the one tool. For instance, both live video and

solutions. In addition, most fail to offer video or audio call

pre-recorded video options are not available with these tools.

recording.

This is where Yondo stands above the rest. Yondo is a complete
all-in-one video ecommerce solution which offers Live and

Most video call tools also fail to provide functionality allowing

Pre-Recorded video along with complete ecommerce solutions.

the user to organize consultations, handle bookings and

Also included are a selection of payment gateways, international

payments or other forms of communication.

mapped booking calendar, coupon and custom template engine,
and call-to-action functionality for live and pre-recorded videos.
The image below displays Yondo’s competitive analysis.

Single functionality services
without ecommerce capabilities

Wistia

Skype
GotoWebinar
GotoMeeting

Youtube

Vsee

Uscreen
Vimeo Pro

Live & Pre-Recorded Video
Ecommerce Solution

Ecommerce Solutions without
Live & Pre-Recorded Video

BigCommerce
Kajabi
Webbly

Shopify

BigCartel
Vsee

Volusion
3DCart

Neto
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Wix

Yondo’s All-In-One Video
Ecommerce Solution
Yondo is an ecommerce platform that allows users to sell digital products including Online Videos On Demand
and create Online Video Courses, Live 1-To-1 Video Sessions, Webinars, and Online Audio On Demand (Live
since 2015). Yondo proposes to offer the functionality to sell Ebooks and Audio Recordings (2018) and Online
Courses packaged with Ebooks, Audio Recordings, Live and Pre-Recorded Video Content (2018).

WATCH VIDEO

Yondo members can sell their digital products with their own branding and offer several payment options
to their customers. The following pages will provide detailed information on the current functionality, and
some of the features provided by Yondo.
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Video On Demand (Live Since 2016)

Yondo’s Video-on-Demand functionality enables you to decide how you want to sell your content. Offer videos
as a subscription package. Perhaps you’d like to offer a single video as a pay-per-view rental. Or maybe
offer up a series of consultancy videos, designed to focus on specific topics and sell them as video courses.
With Yondo, you have the freedom and flexibility to organize your business however you wish. Learn more

Video Courses & Playlists

Integrations

Call-To-Action Panel

Automated Emails

Instantly build video
courses and playlists, and
embed them on any
website.

Yondo integrates with over
30 of the world's top online
services.

Use a clickable call to
action in your video to
create sales.

Use automated, branded
emails for confirmations
and reminders.

Preview Videos

Attachments & Tags

Discount Code Engine

Embed Your Videos

Create preview videos to
help sell your videos on
demand.

Share files and documents
as attachments to your
videos.

Offer discounts as
incentives for customers.

Place your videos directly
on your website and 3rd
party sites.

View more features
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Instantly connect your Video-On-Demand
library to your website
You can fully integrate your Video-On-Demand library
with your existing website. Through our template
engine, you can completely customize your video
on demand pages to match your website, including
your domain name and branding. You also have the
option to embed your videos or use Yondo’s API to
fully integrate your video on demand platform into
your existing website.

Sell Video Courses & Playlists
Build Video Courses and Playlists that can be
embedded and sold on your website or your Yondo
pages. Now your customers never have to leave your
website to purchase and view your Video Courses
and Playlists.

Provide multiple purchase options for
your customers
You can choose whether you’d like to sell your videos
for a one-off purchase, timed rental price, or as part
of a monthly subscription package and much more.
With Yondo, you are fully in charge of your own pricing.
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Live 1-To-1 Online Video Sessions (Live since 2015)

Live 1-to-1 consultations can be a great way for you to provide a more personalized service for your clients. Offering
personalized services allows you to build relationships with your clients and diversify your range of services. To
help you, Yondo gives you the ability to book live 1-to-1 video, phone, and in-office sessions. Learn more

Set Your Price

Booking Calendar

Live Phone Sessions

Record Your 1-to-1 Sessions

Offer multiple live sessions
at different prices and
durations.

Online & In-Office booking
times are displayed in the
local time zone of your client.

Book live phone sessions
with your clients.

Auto send your clients their
live 1-to-1 video session
recordings.

Attachments & File Sharing

Screen Sharing & Chat

Automated Emails

Discount Code Engine

Share important files and
documents with your
clients.

Share your screen and chat
with your audience.

Confirmation and reminder
emails with your branding.

Offer discounts as
incentives for customers.

View more features
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Booking Live 1-to-1 Sessions using
our fully integrated templates
When you’re conducting Live 1-To-1 Sessions,
you’ll need a website that reflects the integrity
and professionalism of your consulting business.
We know this can be a lot of work, so Yondo has
designed one for you that’s fully integrated with
our best features. You can use your Yondo site
by itself or link your website to your Yondo pages.

Add individual and team ‘Book Now’
buttons onto your own website
Yondo allows you to add all of our great Live 1-To-1
booking plugins onto your website. These plugins
are a fantastic way to increase your sales and
ensure your customer never leaves your website.

Your customers can easily book your
live 1-To-1 online sessions with times
displayed in their time zone
The Yondo internationally mapped booking calendar
is one of our most popular features. Just enter your
availability, and a customer can make a booking directly from your calendar. Don’t worry about managing
multiple calendars; your Yondo calendar can sync
to several calendars including your Google calendar.
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Webinars & Online Group Classes (Live Since 2016)

With Yondo you can have your webinars and online group classes available for purchase in just a matter of
minutes. You also can select from over 30 integrations to instantly add your new sign-ups to your favorite
CRM or marketing software like Pipedrive, Hubspot and Salesforce. Learn more

Set Your Price

Call-To-Action Panel

Video, Audio & Chat

Record Your Sessions

Make money from your
classes or webinars, or
provide them for free.

Use a clickable
call-to-action in your
webinars and group
classes.

Chat with attendees
throughout your
presentations.

Record your sessions and
instantly add them to your
video library.

Attachments & File Sharing

Screen Sharing

Automated Emails

Discount Code Engine

Share important files and
documents with your
clients.

Choose to share your
screen with your audience.

Confirmation and reminder
emails with your branding.

Offer discounts as
incentives for customers.

View more features
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Offer unlimited Webinars and Online
Classes from Pre-Built Landing Pages
To draw in an audience for your webinar, you need
a landing page that’s professional and appealing
to prospects. For some, landing pages can be
quite difficult to create so Yondo has created
one for you that’s equipped with everything you
need to register new attendees for your webinar.
Our landing pages have been developed by our
in-house professionals to ensure you get the
design you need to drive sign-ups.

Embed Webinar Sign Up Forms Right
Into Your Website
Allow your customers to sign up for your webinars,
right from your own website with the ‘Webinar
Embed Code’ function. Just copy and paste your
webinar signup form code into your website, and
customers will be able to instantly sign up for
your webinar.

Instantly Convert Your Recorded
Webinars into Videos-On-Demand
With Yondo, you can instantly convert your
Webinars and Online Group Classes into
videos-on-demand with the click of a button. Just
record your Webinars and make them available
in your Video-On-Demand library. This allows you
to maximize your profits by capitalizing multiple
times off a single webinar.
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Yondo Live Experience

Real Estate Professionals

Sales Demos & Live Events

Live Experience gives businesses the ability to record and edit the perfect online presentation and present
it as a live event with real-time interaction. Live online sales demos and webinars are dead. Why give a live
presentation when you can record and deliver the perfect presentation and deliver it as live with real-time
communication from anywhere. Live to the public February 2018. Learn more

A Set Time
The presentation will be played at scheduled times. Your
prospects must register for a specific session time.

Book To Schedule
Your prospects can book a viewing time from
your calendar.

On Demand
Your prospects can view the program on demand
within your scheduled viewing times.
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Conversation Dashboard
Hold and manage conversations with multiple
prospects and attendees. You will always
know exactly who you’re communicating with
and where they are at in your Live Experience
presentation.

Friendly and Customizable Platform
The Live Experience Player is fully customizable,
It comes with easy to embed registration forms
for your website and ready to use landing pages
with your branding.

Communicate live through our mobile app,
your email or through one of our partner
integrations
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Yondo
Integration
Partners

Yondo has a robust list of partners, providing seamless integration
with some of the top online services in the world.

View our entire list
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What Our
Customers Are Saying...
This video will give you a glimpse into how Yondo’s customers feel about their Yondo powered all-in-one
video ecommerce system. This underlines our commitment to provide total customer satisfaction and to
over-achieve in our goals as a trusted partner to all of our customers.

Click to play video
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The Future of Video

The Yondo Artificial Intelligence (AI) will provide customers with information as the pre-recorded online video is playing. For
Example, while watching a cooking show video, the customer can ask the Yondo AI for a list of ingredients in the recipe, the
Yondo AI will then display the recipe list in a PDF form ready to be downloaded. Or if you want to see how the chef in the
cooking video was cutting the peppers, you ask the Yondo AI bot how the peppers are being chopped, and the bot will take
you to the specific moment in the video where the chef was cutting the peppers. The Yondo AI with a proposed release date
in 2019 will make all videos interactive - it’s customer involvement and business promotion on a whole new level.

Search Objects & Actions

Search People & Audio

Location Recognition
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The Yondo Ecosystem

To further improve Yondo’s value to its platform members, Yondo is developing a vast ecosystem of marketplaces, channel partners, merchant partners, and services. Platform members can use fiat currency or
YondoCoin to pay Yondo for various services available to members through the Yondo platform. We note that
YondoCoin payments can only be made directly to Yondo.

All-In-One
Video
Ecommerce
Solution

Add-On
Services

Live

Live

Live
Experience
Live

Marketplace
Channel Partners

Merchant
Partners

2019

2018

Content
Marketplace

Template
Marketplace

2018

2018

App
Marketplace
2018

Marketplace
Channel
2018
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Yondo Blockchain
Technology

Blockchain Security
Yondo proposes to enhance its existing platform by adding a blockchain-based ledger
system to provide the new YondoCoin Rewards program. YondoCoin Rewards is a
program that Yondo aims to roll-out in 2018 to reward content contributions by content
creators. A blockchain-based rewards system is expected to reduce the time taken to
issue reward Tokens, securely verify reward redemptions, and account for purchases.

Payments

Yondo’s Blockchain technology will reduce transaction fees and broaden user availability.
Payment via the YondoCoin (YON) will have a small flat 1% transaction fee processed
for every payment made on the platform which is deducted from the Yondo member’s
YondoCoin balance. Providing up to a 100% savings compared to most standard fiat
payment gateway service fees. Yondo will propose to reward Yondo platform members
who decide to use YondoCoin (YON) through incentives as described below in the
YondoCoin Rewards section of this White Paper.

Smart Contracts

Yondo proposes to build smart contract functionality into its platform to provide a
secure and fast YondoCoin payment service. In 2018 Yondo anticipates that it will
introduce a fully integrated online wallet to hold and manage YondoCoin Rewards and
YondoCoin Tokens for each account holder. Smart contracts allow for the automation
of many business processes that can execute without trust from any involved party. In
the context of the proposed Yondo wallet, this includes YondoCoin Reward payments,
one-off purchases, and recurring payments.

Decentralized Storage & Computing

Yondo plans to introduce a decentralized, low latency storage system and computing in
2019. Decentralised storage and computing technology are not mature and as such will
unnecessarily hinder deployment. To minimize the technology risk, Yondo is launching a
hybrid platform, with centralized computing & storage using traditional server architecture
but decentralized smart contract payments. While this functionality is proposed, there
is a risk that it will not go ahead, or will be built using a different infrastructure.
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(YON) token, increase the quality and volume of member content on the Yondo platform and
improve customer retention. The YondoCoin Rewards program is proposed to be introduced
in 2018 and facilitated through a new blockchain technology platform to provide advanced
levels of security and transparency. The program is based on the following three reward tiers.

Silver YondoCoin Rewards
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Silver YondoCoin Rewards are earned through purchasing plans
and services on the Yondo platform. The Yondo user can earn up
to 100% in rewards for all purchases made with YondoCoin (YON),
i.e., business purchases a Yondo plan for 100 YondoCoin (YON),
in the reward for that product they receive 100 Silver YondoCoin
Rewards in their online YondoCoin wallet. These rewards can be
used to buy Yondo products and services, and Pay-It-Forward
Discounts that can be used to offer discounts to the end-users
of the Yondo account members.
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Gold YondoCoin Rewards
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Gold YondoCoin Rewards are earned by referring customers
who purchase Yondo plans and services..For every sale that
is made the Yondo referrer receives 20% of the profit. Earnings
are paid in Gold YondoCoin Rewards. These rewards can be
used to purchase Yondo products and services, Pay-It-Forward
Discounts and online gift cards to the world’s top brands within
the YondoCoin Rewards program.
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Platinum YondoCoin
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Platinum YondoCoin Rewards can be earned through referred
customers that purchased plans and services on the Yondo
platform with YondoCoin (YON). The Yondo user or affiliate
receives one hundred Platinum YondoCoin Rewards for every
one thousand YondoCoin (YON) tokens received from referred
purchases. Platinum YondoCoins can be used to purchase Yondo
products and services, Pay-It-Forward Discounts, Yondo Rewards
online gift cards, and may be eligible for exchange to a cash or
a cash equivalent bonus.
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Yondo
Rewards

YondoCoin Rewards is a reward program designed to help grow strong adoption of the YondoCoin
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Yondo Rewards
Choose from Hundreds of Amazing Brands

Yondo users can exchange Gold and Platinum YondoCoin Rewards within the Yondo Platform for online
gift cards. Our brand rewards program is planned to be released in 2018 in the US, Canada, and Australia,
with anticipation to expand the program to additional countries in 2019 - 2020. The Yondo rewards program
is forecasted to have over a hundred gift card brands including Amazon, Walmart, Target, eBay, GAP, Nike,
Adidas, Delta Airlines, American Airlines, Air Canada, Hotels.com, David Jones, Woolworths, Myer, Kmart,
Starbucks, Whole Foods, The Home Depot, Lowe’s, Sephora, GameStop, Bass Pro Shops, Xbox, Columbia
Sportswear, Callaway Golf, Overstock.com, Old Navy, iTunes, and Google Play...
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Advantages of YondoCoin Rewards

YondoCoin Reward Engagement
YondoCoin makes it possible to manage incentives in a way that drives participation and content for the benefit of all
members. The YondoCoin also provides the ability to offer free and heavily discounted plans and services throughout
the Yondo platform.

High
Loyalty
Level

YondoCoin Reward Tiers
YondoCoin reward tiers will reward the
most loyal customers with the highest
rewards and build fiercely loyal customers

5x YondoCoins

3x YondoCoins

and Yondo members. Each tier is divided
into YondoCoin Silver, Gold and Platinum

2x YondoCoins

rewards described in the previous pages.

500 YondoCoins

250 YondoCoins
100 YondoCoins

YondoCoin Reward Dashboard
Yondo members can see real-time information about rewards earned, redemption
options, referring URLs and assets, current
reward tiers and additional rewards earning opportunities.
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YondoCoin
PAY-IT-FORWARD REWARDS

Pay it forward rewards gives
users large incentives to use
YondoCoins. A user that purchases an ecommerce store
or services from Yondo can
receive up to 125% of their
purchase price in YondoCoin
Rewards

YondoCoin rewards can be
used to purchase services
and add-ons within Yondo’s
ecosystem

YondoCoin rewards can also be used to Pay-It-Forward
in the form of ecommerce discounts. The ecommerce
store owner can give discounts to their end-users if they
make a purchase using YondoCoins (YON).
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YondoCoin Referral Rewards Flowchart

Yondo users and affiliates are eligible for YondoCoin Rewards.
Rewards can be earned by referring paid customers to Yondo

500 YondoCoins

250 YondoCoins
100 YondoCoins

Referrals can be made by sharing the referral URL or banner ads
provided in the YondoCoin Rewards dashboard (scheduled for
release in Q3 2018). They can be sent in emails and shared on
blog and social media posts.

When a person clicks on the referral URL and makes a purchase,
referrers receive 20% of the net purchase amount in Gold YondoCoin Rewards.

Bonus (Mining)

Platinum YondoCoin Rewards can be earned (Mined) through
referred customers that purchased plans and services on the
Yondo platform with YondoCoin (YON). The Yondo user or affiliate
receives one hundred Platinum Yondocoin Rewards for every
one thousand YondoCoin (YON) tokens received from referred
purchases. Platinum YondoCoins can be used to purchase Yondo
products and services, Pay-It-Forward Discounts, Yondo Rewards
online gift cards, and may be eligible for exchange to a cash or
a cash equivalent bonus.
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YondoCoin (YON)
Token Sale

Token Allocation
Token Allocation
40%

Ecosystem
Reward Tokens

50%

Crowdsale Tokens
Total of up to 100,000,000 (one hundred million) tokens
will be sold in the token sale

Ecosystem Reward Tokens

Crowdsale
Tokens

Total of up to 80,000,000 (eighty million) allocated for
distribution to incentivize participation in the Yondo
ecosystem.

Company Tokens

10%

Reward & Company Tokens
(Token Sale Rewards (Bounty), Advisors,
Token Sale Marketing & Company)

YondoCoin (YON)
• Symbol: YON
• Technical limit of the total number of tokens: 		
200,000,000 (two hundred million)
• Price of YON token: 0.20 USD (twenty cents USD) per YON

Total of up to 20,000,000 (twenty million) tokens will be
allocated for distribution to token sale rewards (bounty),
Yondo Advisors, token sale marketing and company (see
the following distribution chart based on 200,000,000
tokens).

1%

Token Sale Rewards (Bounty)

1%

7%

Advisors
(Locked for
6 months)

1%

Token Sale Marketing
(Locked for 3 months)

Company Tokens
(Tokens will be
released in six (6)
equal instalments
over a period of three
(3) years.)

• Token: Ethereum ERC20 token
• Token sale hardcap: 						
100,000,000 (one hundred million) YON tokes
• Start date: 13th of March 2018 at 1:00 pm PST (UTC-8)
• End of token generation event: To be announced.
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The company was founded by two experienced campaigners, Tony Jarboe and

Core Team

Warrick Hunter in 2011. Tony has several years of experience in leadership roles
at technology giant Hewlett Packard and the entertainment company Warner
Bros Studios, and Warrick brings more than ten years of experience in software
engineering and management.

Tony Jarboe

Warrick Hunter

James Kim

Konstantin Korovin

Founder & CEO

Co-Founder & CTO

Lead Developer

Engineer (Developer)

Yondo - Since 2013
22 years experience: CEO Expertory,
CEO BigShow, Warner Bros. Studios,
Hewlett Packard

Yondo- Since 2013
13 years experience: CTO
Expertory, CEO PageRapid, Senior
Developer Commerce Vision

Yondo- Since 2014
13 years experience: Lead
Developer Expertory, Software
Engineer MBA

Yondo- since 2013
13 years experience: Senior QA
Engineer Expertory, Senior QA
Engineer Boeing

Alex Abernethy

Diego Rodriguez

Ronna Tolentino

Elijah Jones

Sales

Designer

Sales

Research & Support

21 Team Members
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Advisors

Paul Scott

Raghu Bala

Pankaj Gupta

ICO & Blockchain Advisor

Technical Advisor

Strategic Advisor

ICObench Advisor, Business
Development, FinTech & Big Data
Eco-System Expert. Founder &
CEO at Trona

Expert in Decentralized Networks
& Blockchain Technologies; CEO
NetObjex; CTO, TrustED Ecosystem;
MBA, Wharton

Expert in Robotics, Blockchain &
IOT; Strategy Formulation, Global
Marketing & Sales

Márcio Teruel

Peter Dunne

Miikka Saloseutu

ICO & Blockchain Advisor

Legal Advisor

Strategic Marketing Advisor

Expert marketing & research advisor in
the blockchain community.
The pro footballer has played for teams
in Brazil, Serbia, Malta, and Indonesia

Partner, Herbert Smith Free Hills
(Thomson Reuters “Top 10 law firms
worldwide”); ExpertGuides “Australia’s
20 ‘Leading Experts’ in law”

World Top 50 Ranked ICO Bench
Advisor, Marketing & Blockchain
Expert. Co-Founder at Crypto Coin
Judge, Co-Founder at ICOTokenNews
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Actual & Proposed
Product
Roadmap
Product
Roadmap

Decentralized Storage
& Computing
• Marketplaces & Merchant Partners
• Audio On Demand & Ebooks
• YondoCoin Rewards
• Yondo Blockchain

2018

All-In-One Solution
Launched

2017

2014
2015
2012

2018 - 2019

2016

Pivot to Yondo
Video Ecommerce
Solution

Yondo Launched
in Beta

Expertory
Expert Marketplace
Launched

2020

• Live Experience
Pilot Launched
• Users in over 100
Countries

• Video Artificial Intelligence
• Channel Partners
• Yondo Localization:
Germany
Japan
South America
Mexico
Singapore
South Korea
China

Please note that forward-looking solutions described
in this section are not guaranteed and may or may
not be delivered in the future depending on the
market needs, regulations, the ability of the team
to achieve best technical performance and other
risks which may be known or unknown to the team
now. The Yondo Future Trajectories are all planned
developments and are presented for informational
purposes only to show what the team has been
working on and how the entire ecosystem may look
like as it develops. You should not rely on these
solutions when purchasing YON tokens because
they are planned to be bonus features rather than
the essential functionality of the YON token.
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ADHERENCE TO ALL LEGAL AND REGULATORY STANDARDS
The purchase of any token involves a high degree of risk, including but not limited to the risks described below. Before purchasing
YON Tokens, it is recommended that each participant carefully weighs all the information and risks detailed in this White Paper,
and in the Terms and Conditions and, specifically, the following risk factors. We recommend that only participants with a good
understanding of cryptographic tokens and digital token offerings consider participating in the YondoCoin Token sale. We
also recommend that all participants seek independent legal and financial advice prior to considering YondoCoin Tokens, and
conduct a full review of the Yondo platform’s functionality and product offering.
A. Dependence on computer infrastructure
Yondo dependence on functioning software applications, computer hardware and the Internet implies that Yondo can offer no
assurances that a system failure would not adversely affect the use of your YON Tokens. Despite Yondo implementation of all
reasonable network security measures, its processing center servers are vulnerable to computer viruses, physical or electronic
break-ins or other disruptions of a similar nature. Computer viruses, break-ins or other disruptions caused by third parties may
result in interruption, delay or suspension of services, which would limit the use of the YON Tokens. ERC20 wallets and the
ERC20 protocol are subject to a range of risks, which can result in defective token offerings. We will use reasonable endeavors
to ensure that the YondoCoin contract is free from bugs, but we cannot guarantee successful interactions with the contract.
B. Smart contract limitations
Smart contract technology is still in its early stages of development, and its application is of experimental nature. This may carry
significant operational, technological, regulatory, reputational and financial risks. Consequently, although the audit conducted
by the Yondo Quality Assurance team and our independent advisors including ICO Smart Contract expert Aliaksandr Gatyliuk,
increases the level of security, reliability, and accuracy, this audit cannot serve as any form of warranty, including any expressed
or implied warranty that the YON Smart Contract is fit for purpose or that it contains no flaws, vulnerabilities or issues which
could cause technical problems or the complete loss of YON Tokens.
C. Regulatory risks
Token issuance is a relatively new concept, and regulators globally are changing their views on the nature of token issues, and
blockchain-based presales or crowdfunding. As such, a substantial risk exists that a regulator could reject, ban, take action or
impose new regulations in respect to any token offering. Any such new regulations may conflict with the current YON Smart
Contract setup and YON Token concept. This may result in substantial modifications of the YON Smart Contract, including but
not limited to its termination and the loss of YON Tokens as well as a suspension or termination of all YON Token functions.
Yondo is not liable for any such regulatory intervention, action or prohibition and does not warrant compliance with any law.
You must obtain your own legal advice, and abstain from involvement if the law in your jurisdiction prevents token purchases.
.D. Taxes
Token holders may be required to pay taxes associated with the transactions involving YON Tokens. It is the sole responsibility
of the token holders to comply with the tax laws of the relevant jurisdictions and pay all required taxes. Yondo will not calculate
taxes, or provide tax-related records.
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ADHERENCE TO ALL LEGAL AND REGULATORY STANDARDS
E. Disclosure of information
Personal information received from YON token holders, the information about the number of tokens owned, the wallet addresses
used, and any other relevant information may be disclosed to law enforcement, government officials, and other third parties
when Yondo is required to disclose such information by law, subpoena, or court order. Yondo shall at no time be held responsible
for such information disclosure.
F. Force Majeure (Act of God)
Yondo performance may be interrupted, suspended or delayed due to force majeure circumstances. For the purposes of this
White Paper, force majeure shall mean extraordinary events and circumstances which could not be prevented by Yondo and shall
include: acts of nature, wars, armed conflicts, mass civil disorders, industrial actions, epidemics, lockouts, slowdowns, prolonged
shortage or other failures of energy supplies or communication service, acts of municipal, state or federal governmental agencies,
other circumstances beyond Yondo control, which were not in existence at the time of Token sale. If such circumstances occur
prior to issuance, YON Tokens and Yondo is unable to issue YON Tokens within 6 months from the projected date. Yondo may
issue a refund at the request of the YON Token purchasers. The refund will be issued in the original form of payment to the
same digital wallet or bank account where the funds were transferred from.
G. Value of YON Token
Once purchased, the value of YON Token may significantly fluctuate due to various reasons. Yondo does not guarantee any
specific value of the YON Token over any specific period of time. Yondo shall not be held responsible for any change in the
value of YON Token.
Assumptions with respect to the foregoing involve, among other things, judgments about the future economic, competitive
and market conditions and business decisions, most of which are beyond the control of the Yondo team and therefore difficult
or impossible to accurately predict. Although the Yondo team believes that its assumptions underlying its forward-looking
statements are reasonable, any of these may prove to be inaccurate. As a result, the Yondo team can offer no assurances that
the forward-looking statements contained in this White Paper will prove to be accurate. In light of the significant uncertainties
inherent in the forward-looking statements contained herein, the inclusion of such information may not be interpreted as a
warranty on the part of Yondo or any other entity that the objectives and plans of the Yondo project will be successfully achieved.
Whereas the Yondo teams have relationships with various exchanges and hope to one day grow enough that a secondary market
is necessary, Yondo cannot guarantee such a secondary market. To avoid speculation of the YON Tokens, the Yondo team has
no specific anticipations in regard to listing the YON tokens on an exchange and/or creating a secondary market. Due to the
concerns voiced by our various legal teams, we have decided to only create a secondary market when/if it becomes clear that
there is a need for our consumer base (i.e., persons/entities interacting on the platform) to obtain more YON Tokens. For the
avoidance of doubt, the Yondo team will undertake listing the YON Tokens on an exchange when we see overwhelming use of
the YON Tokens (instead of speculation) and a clear need for our consumer base to obtain more YON Tokens.
Please note that the YondoCoin YON Token may be subject to other risks not foreseen by its team at this time, and is not
refundable.
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Contact
Information
YondoCoin Token Sale Website
http://tokensale.yondo.com
Yondo All-In-One Video Ecommerce
http://www.yondo.com
Yondo Support Email
support@yondo.com
Twitter
https://twitter.com/yondohq
Telegram
https://t.me/yondocoin
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